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Happy 90th birthday,

 

Nonna Elena!

 

 

- Milano, January, 2016

 



I N T R O

Does all the hype surrounding social

media make sense?

 

Isn't it time that somebody tried to

deconstruct all this bullshit?

 

What are social media? Are they the same

websites we used to call social networks? Why

did we start calling them social media?

 

What is social media marketing? Are

companies doing it right? Does it make sense

to send people who visit your website to

Twitter and Facebook?

 

Do people really want to "engage" with



brands? Do companies really want to have

"conversations" with their customers?

Conversations about what?

 

What is the value of a Facebook "like"?

What is "organic reach"? What happens now

that the free lunch is over?



1 .  W H AT  A R E  S O C I A L
N E T W O R K S ?

A new type of website.

 

Or just a new word. "Community" was the

word used to describe The WELL and later

GeoCities. "Web2.0" – coined by O'Reilly to

launch a conference and the idea that the web

was back a er the Bubble – was used for the

first generation of "new" services, like Flickr,

del.icio.us and Last.fm. But when Friendster,

MySpace and then Facebook and Twitter

came along, they were all immediately called

"social networks".

 

The notion of social networks comes from



academia. In the 1920s, the idea that the world

was "shrinking" due to the ever-increasing

connectedness of human beings became

popular. The Hungarian Frigyes Karinthy [1]

went a step further and said that any two

individuals could be connected through at

most five acquaintances – hence the famous 6

degrees of separation – starting from their

"social network".



2 .  W H AT  A R E  S O C I A L
M E D I A ?

Social media are what social networks start

being called the moment investors start

thinking about how to recoup the money they

invested in these ventures.

 

Please bear in mind that the term “media”

is not neutral.

 

First, it implies the idea that everything

(“content”, as they call it) is created – even if it

were created by users, in which case they call

it “user-generated content” (UGC) – so that it

will be “monetised”, rather than “just for fun”.

 



Second, it implies the long-held idea that

every place is a place where companies are

welcome, even if that were not the case. And it

implies ads or, in any case, paying for visibility

of some kind.

 

As we shall see, this is exactly where social

media are headed: adland.



3 .  W H AT  I S  S O C I A L  M E D I A
M A R K E T I N G ?

According to Wikipedia [2], social media

marketing is: "The process of gaining website

traffic or attention through social media sites,

with efforts aimed at creating content that

attracts interest and encourages readers to

share it with their friends across their social

networks". That would make a lot of sense,

wouldn’t it?

 

Be interesting! Share useful information.

Have an original point of view. Don't lie.

Admit your faults and your shortcomings.

Recognise that there's life beyond whatever

your product does. Especially if it's toothpaste



or mayonnaise.

 

Do these things and, if you're lucky,

people will talk about you and spread the

word. Oh, if only it were that simple! It is, or

at least it could be.

 

But look around, and it’s quite clear that

there’s not a lot of that going on.



4 .  A R E  C O M PA N I E S  D O I N G
I T  R I G H T ?

No, they're not.

 

I see exactly the opposite of what

Wikipedia calls social media marketing.

 

Not companies earning traffic to their

websites because they do interesting things

that eventually get shared on social media, but

rather companies that send their customers

away from their websites and over to

Facebook and Twitter and Instagram and

Pinterest and Vimeo and Vine etc.

 

But obsessively telling people who are



visiting your website “We’re on Facebook” or

“Follow us on Twitter” must be the dumbest

thing of the decade.

 

They’re already on your website. Why

send them away? Does anyone in marketing

really think that their big and boring

companies will magically look cool and hip on

social media? 



5 .  W H Y  A R E  C O M PA N I E S
S E N D I N G  P E O P L E  O V E R  T O

S O C I A L  M E D I A ?

First, because most companies don’t like

their customers, whom they usually call

“consumers”, and don’t want them bumming

around on their web properties, leaving

comments or asking questions on their pixel-

perfect websites [3].

 

Second, because most companies are

boring and would have a hard time doing

social media marketing as described by

Wikipedia, i.e. in being interesting and getting

their customers to spread the word about



them.

 

Third, because of the hype cycle: they're

told that it’s a new world, that things will never

be the same again, that it’s land-grabbing time,

and that you need to get in early and make a

killing. The same nonsense we heard when the

pundits were extolling the wonders of the New

Economy, in case you forgot. Which you

probably did [4].



6 .  D O E S  I T  M A K E  S E N S E ?

I'm afraid not.

 

There was no “Twitter Revolution” going

on in Iran [5]. Dell, which was said to be having

a huge success selling on Twitter, was actually

doing only about 0.005% of their total sales via

Twitter [6].

 

KLM is doing a bit better: About 0.1% of

their revenues via social media [7]. But

nothing, really, to write home about.

 

But Zappos is a big social media marketing

success, right? Let’s listen to what their CEO

Tony Hsieh has to say: “Our goal is to build

personal, emotional connections with people,



whether they are customers, employees, or

our vendors/business partners. Twitter (for

example) just happens to be one way to do it,

but so is the telephone. Nobody cites Zappos

as a "telephone success story", so I think it's a

bit strange to cite Zappos as a "social media"

success story" [8]. 



7 .  D O  P E O P L E  R E A L LY
W A N T  T O  E N G A G E  W I T H

B R A N D S ?

No, they don't.

 

They want to talk to one another, not to be

lectured by some Mr. Marketing man, which is

what they have been subjected to their whole

lives.

 

D o some customers want to engage with

some people in a company?

 

Maybe so. But we are almost always talking

about small groups of people who are



passionate about a product (Hint: usually not

dishwater detergent!) and who would like to

speak without any filters (Achtung!) to some

people within your company (Hint: usually

not to marketers or PR flacks!).

 

Lego, for example, could tell you that it's a

wonderful opportunity [9].

 

But what is for sure is that it's not

something for the faint of heart.



8 .  D O  C O M PA N I E S  R E A L LY
W A N T  T O  E N G A G E  W I T H

T H E I R  C U S T O M E R S ?

Of course not!

 

If they did, why on Earth would they call

them "consumers"?

 

The great vast majority of companies have

precious little to say except “We’re the leaders

in...” and “Buy our product”. And, as the saying

goes: If you got nothing to say, then sing it!

 

If that's all you have to say, are social

media the right tool? Probably not. If "Buy my



product" is all you have to say, just stick to TV.

 

As social media consultant and author

Mack Collier says: "Why do rock stars have

fans while companies instead have customers?

Because everybody gets what they want" [10]. 



9 .  A R E  S O C I A L  M E D I A
U S E F U L  F O R  C U S T O M E R

S E R V I C E ?

Perhaps so.

 

A er all, even soap producers have 1-800

numbers, and apparently somebody is bored

enough with life to call in sometimes.

 

Companies should, of course, answer

questions and help out their customers who

are having problems using Facebook and

Twitter. In fact, do it right and you have most

of what you should be doing on social media

covered.



 

What is less clear is why basic customer

service on Facebook or Twitter should be

considered an improvement over doing it via

phone or email. 

 

How much does the average corporation

spend on CRM so ware? Is this so ware

integrated with what they’re doing on

Facebook and Twitter? Do they import the

threads, file the data and have access to the

people they replied to?



1 0 .  W H AT  I S  T H E  VA L U E  O F
A  FA C E B O O K  " L I K E " ?

I don't know.

 

But don’t ask the experts, because they

seem to have a hard time agreeing. The value

is supposedly anywhere between $214.81 – this

would be for non-profits, according to a 2012

study [11], and, well: zero, at least according to

Augie Ray at Forrester Research [12].

 

Who’s right? Hard to say. But there’s little

doubt in my mind that those who talk about

the value of a “like” being in the tens or even

hundreds of dollars are clearly doing New

Economy drugs.



 

What if the value were negative? In 2010,

Pepsi sat out of the Super Bowl and invested in

a Social Media project named Pepsi Refresh

instead. What did they get? A $350 million

drop in sales and 3.5 million "likes" on

Facebook. Do the math: Each "like" was worth

$100. To The Coca-Cola Company [13].



1 1 .  W H AT  D O E S  " E A R N E D
M E D I A"  M E A N ?

Around 2010, consultants started

blathering about “owned media”, “earned

media” and “paid media”. Owned media

meant a company’s own website(s), their blog,

Facebook and Twitter presence, catalogue,

leaflets etc.

 

Just like owned media is the new word for

“collateral”, earned media is the new word for

“publicity”: the mentions a company and their

products get for free in the mainstream media

or in “new” media, like blogs and social media.

 

Paid media, of course, is advertising.



 

But most companies and their uninspiring

“content” found little free publicity. Nobody

wanted to share their dumb or manipulative

stories about their products. Instead, too

o en companies used social media as a place

where they had "earned" the right to force-feed

people marketing messages for free forever,

until people “unliked” them or until Facebook

stepped in.



1 2 .  W H AT  I S  " O R G A N I C
R E A C H " ?

"Organic reach" is an expression

introduced by Facebook in a 2012 blog post in

which they finally admitted to companies that

their posts were not being shown to all of the

people who had “liked” them.

 

According to Facebook, the percentage of

a company’s fans who would receive that

company’s oh-so-important marketing

messages was limited to only 16% of their fans

on average [14].

 

Time Magazine disagreed and reported

that it was only 6% [15].



 

Whatever it was, there was little doubt that

it would slide further.

 

What this means is very simple: Want to

reach more of your fans? Pay. And guess what?

The lower the “natural”, or "organic" reach, the

better Facebook’s stock price started to

look [16].



1 3 .  I S  T H E  F R E E  L U N C H
O V E R ?

You bet it is!

 

The free lunch is absolutely over. The real

value of a Facebook like is close to zero. Want

to reach more of your fans? Pay. Pay to give

visibility to your posts, or just buy ads.

 

That’s right!

 

That's what this hyper-hyped social media

thing will boil down to: ads. Ads against user-

generated bullshit (UGB).

 

And the same thing is going to happen on



every other social network. Pretty soon, your

Instagram timeline is going to be choking full

of photos of "cool" Ford Mondeos. That’s

when Instagram will cut back on “organic

reach”, just like Facebook did, and start

charging Ford if they want reach a larger

percentage of their followers. And who am I to

blame them? It’s a brilliant strategy.



1 4 .  W H AT  H A P P E N S  N O W ?

What happens now that companies can't

pump their messages to their fans for free

anymore? Some say that producing content

doesn't make sense anymore.

 

Some companies decided to hand over

responsibility for their Facebook Page from

Marketing to PR once they found out that only

a small percentage of their fans were seeing

their updates.

 

At Kra , they see things differently: Julie

Fleischer, Director of Data, Content and Media ,

said the obvious but yet unspoken and very

welcome truth: Brands shouldn’t post content

they don’t deem worthy of paying to



distribute. Content Marketing makes sense

only if the content you produce is good

enough that you want to pay to distribute

it [17].



1 5 .  W H AT  I S  T H E  D U M B E S T
S O C I A L  M E D I A  S T U N T

E V E R ?

It’s a tough call.

 

One of my all-time favourites is Président

Camembert. I mean, 45 days to come up with

the idea to tell people to serve cheese at room

temperature? [18]

 

Coca-Cola encouraged Twitter users to

mark (spam?) negative tweets from their

friends with the #MakeItHappy hashtag, and

then turned those tweets into cute art images

using ASCII lettering code. Which was kind of



nice, until the blog Gawker created a

@MeinCoke Twitter bot that tweeted lines of

Mein Kampf at Coca-Cola [19].

 

But, to me, the winner is the Czech

Republic’s Tourism Board, which decided to

rebrand their country to Czech RepubLIKE.

What was wrong with the Czech Republic?

Why did they need a rebranding? What did

they achieve with this ridiculous dot-com era

trick? [20]



A B O U T  T H E  A U T H O R

Starting in 2000, I have worked or

consulted for a number of start-ups from

more countries than I can probably

remember: Germany (Ciao); France (Meetic);

Italy (Ennunci); Sweden (Twingly);

Italy/Ireland (Zzub); Denmark (Atosho); Spain

(Ducksboard); and now Canada (Transit App).

 

I am the proud author of:

What Happened To Advertising? What

Would Gossage Do? 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00V2F9J5O


G E T  I N  T O U C H

Please email me at:

 

massimo@dotcoma.it



O N E  L A S T  T H I N G . . .

Enjoyed this short book?

 

Please let the world know by posting a

review. Thanks! 

 

On Amazon

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01CZ8YSU

C/ 

 

or on Goodreads

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/2

9538263 

 

 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01CZ8YSUC/
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/29538263
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